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ABSTRACT
Wireless communication is now a truly global industry, growing at an astonishing pace–by
the end of 2008; nearly three billion handsets have been in use. India alone is adding
200,000 new subscribers every day. High performance devices such as Nokia’s E and N
series and Apple’s iPhone will continue to drive demand for ubiquitous and high bandwidth
wireless services. Existing networks will not be able to scale with either the increasing
number of users or the growth in data rate per user, so the wireless industry is compelled to
seek new paradigms in network design. In this presentation, we propose a paradigm in
which nodes cooperate by pooling power and bandwidth resources and where flows interact
opportunistically to avoid interference and increase network utilization. In particular, we will
explore location information and network awareness to develop MAC and physical layer
strategies to significantly increase spectral and power efficiencies of the network.
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